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Hello and welcome to Sunlit Horror, a video series where we discuss the darkest moments in 

horror seen in the light of day. My name is Anna Studebaker and I’ll be your host for this video 

series. I’m super excited to discuss this topic with you. I think it’s something that hasn’t really 

been talked about as far as horror discussions go, so I’m super excited to talk about it with you 

guys. So, our first topic is going to be femme trauma in sunlit horror. 

 

First off, I’d like to go ahead and define the terms “femme” and “trauma.” So, femme as 

discussed here meaning a person with identity markers that are traditionally associated with 

femininity, and trauma meaning either a deeply distressing or disturbing experience or physical 

injury—or both occurring simultaneously.  

 

Femme trauma is fused into the DNA of the horror genre. It has been a crucial part of horror 

dating all the way back to the silent film era. We see the victimization of femmes in horror 

movies as early as 1920’s The Cabinet of Dr Caligari and 1922’s Nosferatu. Of course, the 

whole schtick of the horror genre is to terrify its characters and the viewers by proxy, and 

traditionally femme people have received the harsher treatment on screen. The camera lingers 

more on their terrified eyes, screaming faces, and bloodied bodies. This can oftentimes cause 

critics to write off horror as misogynistic and antifeminist. Horror lovers have long refuted these 

claims and offered feminist takes on the treatment of gender in horror.  

 

I believe that femme trauma in film—particularly in scenes lit by daylight—can actually connect 

the viewer to the character more and help them relate to, care about, and root for them even 

more to conquer the evil they face.   

 

As we look at femme characters and their stories in horror, we can draw parallels—oftentimes 

direct parallels—to real-life traumatic events. And as we know, in reality, these events don’t just 

happen on dark and stormy nights. Although we are inclined to associate the sun and light with 

safety, we know that it is not guaranteed. I think most femme people have experienced anxiety, 

fear, and even terror at times during the day. From something seemingly “small” like a man 

staring at you for a bit too long, to catcalls, to harassment, to assault or worse—trauma doesn't 

just occur in the proverbial “dark alley at night.”  

 

So, how does showcasing femme trauma in the light change its context? Some may argue that 

it actually exploits the character more and, although there are certainly some instances in horror 

where this can be true, generally I disagree.  

 

Writer Carol J. Clover discusses a similar topic in her seminal book, Men, Women, and 

Chainsaws, in which she analyzes the role of gender in horror films. In it, she “argues for an 

inverted gaze in most horror films which usually comes in the third act,” claiming that “fear and 

pain” of a femme character draws “the male spectator into identification with the Final Girl.” This 

is the same logic I believe applies to scenes of femme trauma seen in sunlight.  



The unfortunate fact is that femmes can be at risk at any point during the day. The placing of 

femme bodies in situations of mortal peril in horror films, whether it be physical or psychological, 

when set during the day takes on an inversion of the “light as safety” metaphor while 

maintaining a tenant of the genre. I believe that having the turmoil occur in the light as opposed 

to the dark makes the viewer connect with and humanize the character more. They are totally 

exposed by the light and we are made to see their fear, pain, and anguish clearer and plainer in 

the day 

 

Darkness provides an added layer of separation between the character and the viewer, allowing 

for a detachment or disconnect to occur. We as viewers feel safer when we cannot fully see the 

trauma occurring, and we can dissociate from it more easily. Sunlit horror is able to remove that 

layer of and therefore connects the viewer more closely to the character. Everything in the 

scene is exposed and laid bare. That layer of darkness or shadow allowing for our removal from 

the scene is stripped away. It forces the viewers to connect to the character’s pain on a deeper 

level, when you can clearly look into their eyes, fully see the emotion on their face, and confront 

their trauma as they experience it. It lends a new perspective to the horror viewing experience.  

 

In reality, femme people are more frequently objectified, violated, and brutalized than others. 

Filmmakers who choose to utilize sunlit scenes in horror directly confront this terrible reality and 

give catharsis to the femme viewers while humanizing them to others. 

 

I’d like to discuss a few examples of this by pointing out some specific instances of femme 

trauma in sunlit horror. So, caution there might be some spoilers ahead and I would like to issue 

a content warning because there will be some discussion of sexual assault and suicide.  

 

First I’d like to discuss a scene in the American remake of the J-horror classic Ringu, which is 

2002’s The Ring. For those who don’t know, it involves a cursed video tape that causes its 

viewers to suffer gruesome and mysterious deaths within 7 days of watching it. For most of the 

film, we don’t know why these things are happening. In the third act, we discover the curse is 

due to the murder of a young girl named Samara by her adoptive mother. Most of this movie is 

pretty dimly lit, so even when the characters are outside, there’s this sort of grayish-blueish light 

cast over everything. However, the flashback scene of the murder is the only scene that is 

brightly lit by warm sunlight and it makes it really stand out amongst the rest of the movie. In this 

moment we garner sympathy for Samara as we see her brutally strangled and cast into the well. 

We now understand the impetus for the curse. In this scene, the sunlight is a signifier of clarity, 

and it happens in conjunction with the audience discovering why this is all happening. This 

singular moment of extreme trauma creates a legacy so strong that it goes on to affect every 

person who is unfortunate enough to learn about it. And the fact that it takes place in the 

daylight as opposed to the dark makes viewers really stop and take in Samara’s trauma.   

 

Next example is coming from 2019’s Midsommar. In contrast to The Ring, Midsommar takes 

place almost exclusively in the daylight. The main character Dani experiences the incredible 

loss of her sister and both of her parents in a murder-suicide. She then suffers further trauma 

when she takes a trip with friends to a Swedish commune to attend their midsummer celebration. 



 

For most of the movie, Dani is taking in and coping with things that are happening around her, 

from the loss of her family, to a ritual suicide (which triggers her and adds the trauma of 

witnessing a gruesome death firsthand) to her boyfriend having sex with a girl from the 

commune. I would say, in general, Americans subscribe to the practice of grieving in private. It 

is more acceptable to hide your grief. When you grieve, you do it in the dark or in private where 

no one else can be affected by it. But because Dani is in Sweden during Midsummer, it is 

daylight 24/7 and she cannot hide her emotions. She grieves openly and is fully lit by the sun. 

Because of this we see Dani, we connect with her, we experience her grief as she is 

experiencing it.  

 

And, finally, I’m going to point to the assault scenes in 1972’s The Last House on the Left, 

1981’s Ms. 45, and 2017’s Revenge. All three of these films are emblematic of a collective 

trauma that femme people experience through a patriarchal society that allows for the presence 

of toxic masculinity and the objectification of femme bodies. By showing these scenes in the 

light, it emphasizes how much femme people are at risk. That we can literally be pulled off the 

street in broad daylight, or have our assaults witnessed by others who do not attempt to 

intervene or seek help. Choosing to include a rape scene in a film can be very risky, and there 

are definitely filmmakers out there who, sometimes inadvertently and sometimes not, end up 

eroticizing it. All three of these films use these scenes to emphasize the trauma the women are 

experiencing. We are made to be horrified at what we are witnessing, and the fact they take 

place in the daylight make it all the more devastating and harrowing.  

 

These are just a few examples of femme trauma in sunlit horror. If you can point to any other 

scenes where this happens in horror films please comment below. Thank you so much for 

watching. Have a great day and stay sunny! 
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